
Oak Valley Estate Residents & Neighbors of  

Georgetta Livingstone  

 

Dr. Georgetta Livingstone lived peacefully and healthy in her home on Maple 
Valley Drive since 2002. Her household has been a good neighbor and friend to 
other homeowners. 
 

 In 2011, without full disclosure and without her permission, DTE replaced 
the analog electric meters in the subdivision, including on her home with 
the so-called “Smart Meter or AMI” that emits improperly regulated and 
potentially damaging radiation. 

 

 Immediately after that misrepresented and unpermitted change, the electric 
bill almost doubled and soon Georgetta became sick with a rash-like that 
covered 90% of her body. 

 

 She sought medical aid and was diagnosed with a severe medical 
condition known as Electro Hypersensitivity.  She cannot live in a building 
where Smart Meter (or DTE’s “opt-out”) radiation is present.  
 

 Georgetta sought repetitively relief from DTE by asking them to remove the 
Smart Meter and re-install an analog meter. DTE refused that each time. 
 

 To protect her health and life, Georgetta was forced to have the Smart 
Meter replaced with an analog meter (at her own expense).  When this was 
done her sickness went away. 
 

 DTE then terminated Georgetta’s connection to their service in July 2014, 
and she has been forced to find alternative lawful sources of electrical 
power to sustain her basic necessities (food, water, heat, sanitation) and 
right to life. 

 
For reasons baffling to Georgetta and anyone knowledgeable about the proven 
connection between Smart Meters and the severe medical condition from which 
she and many suffer: 
  

 James Carlton and The Homeowners Association have taken legal action 
against her; 
 

 They are attempting to force her to be subjected to a demonstrably severe 
medical illness by installing a Smart Meter or DTE’s equally damaging ‘opt-
out’ on her home;   
 

 They are using the legal system in attempting to take her property through 
legally questionable fines of hundreds of dollars per day. 



 
These unfounded and possibly illegal actions by DTE, James Carlton and the 
Homeowners Association should concern every resident of Oak Valley Estates. 
 
Let James Carlton, your Homeowners Association, and DTE know that they 
should drop their unfounded and possibly illegal actions against Georgetta and 
respect her rights to live in a peaceful and healthy environment. 
 
There are other issues about AMI electric meters that should concern every 
resident. They are presented on the reverse of this flyer. 
 



 

HEALTH 

 Smart Meters emit radio frequencies proven to be above safe levels.  

 Many people experience adverse health effects resulting from the SM. Some health 
insurances started to deny coverage for SM induced illnesses. 

SAFETY 

 There have been numerous fires and explosions caused by the meters. 

 Meters and appliances have been known to burn up or explode.  

 At least 2 known deaths have occurred in fires caused by smart meters.  

 Certain home owner insurances already deny coverage for damages due to smart 
meters. 

PRIVACY 

 They wirelessly transmit data about your electricity usage 

 Smart Meters are very hackable. 

 They gather marketable information ABOUT YOU that you may not wish to share 

CONTROL 

DTE and Consumer’s Energy are working with the Michigan Public Service Commission to 

impose a Demand-Response program for control of your electrical power and 

your lives. This is what DTE, Consumer’s and the MPSC are trying to force on us: 

 

 Turning off our appliances at will so the utility will turn-off appliances or throttle-

down our usage at peak times, e.g. the morning and in the evening when normal people 
do most of their work. 

 Force customers without a smart meter to pay up to 300% more than 

customers with one 

 We will be charged more for using electricity at the times of day we need it most, 

as we do not do our food preparation, laundry, TV-watching, and computer work in the 
middle of the night. 

 Here are a just a few examples of time-of-use rates:  

 On-peak rates 3 times off-peak rates (22 cents/kWh vs 7 cents/kWh) (parts of 
Texas) 

 Peak rates up to 10 times off-peak rates (parts of Texas) 

 Electric rates 15% higher between 6 a.m. and 9 p.m. (Washington) 

 Electric rates doubled between 7 a.m. and 9 p.m. (Ontario) 

 While Time-of-use programs may start off as voluntary, we know this is yet another 

bureaucratic "slippery slope" phenomenon.  What was once voluntary becomes 

coerced for the “common good”. 

 To mandate “Smart Meters” and force people to endure detailed invasion of 

privacy and electro hypersensitive illnesses. Without a smart meter demand-response 
won't work.  

 

This pricing scheme is discriminatory against anyone who must be at home utilizing 

electricity at peak demand times, including people with home businesses, the elderly, and the 
chronically ill. 
 



There is no lawful means whereby anyone can force another to have a proven unhealthy, 

unsafe, surveillance device placed on their home without their explicit consent.  In fact Michigan 
Law MCL 750.539d Sec. 539d forbids it, but the Government refuses to enforce that Law. 

 
Michigan Meter Choice Coalition supports and over a dozen State Legislators are co-
sponsoring HB 4916 which will allow utility customers to choose between a digital meter or an 
analog meter at no additional cost. 

 

Please watch the DVD “Take Back Your Power” 

 

Share this, and the included free video, with your family, friends and 
neighbors! 

www.mysmartmeterdoeswhat.com 
www.SmartMeterEducationNetwork.com  

www.w4ar.com/smart-meter-home-page.html  
   http://oneifbyland.org/Smart-Meters.html          

www.MichiganStopSmartMeters.com 
 

http://www.mysmartmeterdoeswhat.com/
http://www.smartmetereducationnetwork.com/
http://www.w4ar.com/smart-meter-home-page.html
http://oneifbyland.org/Smart-Meters.html
http://www.michiganstopsmartmeters.com/

